
 ROAR VBS Drama Session #1> Syd, Charlie, RO & Extras (worship team?) 
  
Setting:  An unnamed Amusement Park where Syd and Charlie, cousins, are in the back of 
the line for a wild roller coaster.  As the stage lights come up we see the line leading 
offstage.  We hear the roar of the coaster and the screams of the thrilled riders.  A ride 
operator sits on a stool, eavesdropping on the conversation, and periodically checks things 
off his clipboard. 
  
SFX:  Roller Coaster 
  
LIGHTS:  Stage Up 
  
Syd:(very excited) I cannot wait to ride this! It won’t be long now, we should have just 
enough time to ride and then make it to the other side of the park for the concert. Your Mom 
is SO COOL for getting us all access passes (touch “pass” hanging on neck) so we get to 
meet the band! 
  
Charlie: (on phone, disinterested) Yeah! 
  
SLIDE:  TRUE OR FALSE.  THE CHEETAH IS THE FASTEST LAND MAMMAL. 
  
Syd: (Reads screen trivia question to himself then responds) Duh! That is so easy, True!, 
I knew that in 2nd grade!  Hey Charlie, remember that time in second grade when we went 
to my VBS and you won that giant stuffed Polar Bear?! That was AWESOME!  You are so 
lucky, do you still have that cuz? 
  
Charlie: (looks up annoyed) “Cuzzz”? 
  
Syd: You know, short for cousin. You are my cousin.  Do you still have the humongous 
stuffed polar bear? I was so jealous when your name was drawn and... 
  
Charlie: (interrupts) I know I am your cousin (looking around embarrassed) and... NO, I don’t 
have that big dumb bear, I am 13 now, after all. (goes back to phone). 
  
SFX: Thunder rolls 
  
(Everyone in line reacts--looking around worried) 
  
Syd: (nervously) Oh no….OH NO… breathe...I WILL NOT THROW UP...I do not 
have Astraphobia...sound travels faster in warm air than in cold...this is 
science...vibrations travel as sound waves... 
  



Charlie: Are you STILL afraid of thunderstorms, Syd? Seriously?(annoyed & embarrassed) 
  
Syd: (with a shaky voice, very afraid) When life is scary, God is good. When life is scary, 
God is good.  What’s that verse...? 
  
SFX:  THUNDER ROLLS LOUDER then  
SLIDE: SORRY FOLKS 30 MINUTE DELAY 
SFX: Recorded Announcement “Sorry Folks!” 
Recorded Announcement: Sorry Folks! Due to safety precautions, ALL outdoor coasters will 
be delayed for at least 30 minutes or more. Please follow the directions of the ride operators 
and seek shelter as needed.  We apologize for any inconvenience. Have a Wally Wonderful 
Day. 
  
Charlie: Awww man! (looks around and then up, and smiles) At least we have some cover 
here.  (He points up as if the covering starts over their heads)  
  
EXTRAS: (Look up and realize they don’t have overhead coverage & shake heads 
considering leaving) 
  
SFX:  THUNDER BOOM  
  
SLIDE:  SORRY FOLKS 45 MINUTE DELAY 
  
Syd: (still afraid) Everything is fine...The Lord is good, a strong refuge when trouble comes. 
What did it say about seeking shelter? 
 
SFX: POURING DOWN RAIN SOUND STARTS 
  
EXTRAS: (React to rain, cover heads and run off stage) 
  
Ride Operator: (opens up an umbrella and quietly pantomimes talking on walkie- talkie and 
looks at Syd & Charlie, nods head and talks more) 
  
Charlie: Relax Syd. We are fine here…(lean in to avoid rain falling) but at this rate, we will 
miss our pre-concert hang out if we stay here and wait for this ride. 
  
Syd: We’ve been in line for over an hour already...what should we do? 
  
Charlie: I don’t know. (Pauses to think.) We won’t have time to ride this later, the park closes 
at the end of the concert. 
  
Syd: (frustrated) This is so unfair! I have waited so long to ride the Whipper Snapper! 
  



Charlie: Yeah, this stinks.  You know you talk about God helping you all the time, so where 
is He now? 
  
Syd: (takes a breathe, thinking of response) Just because things don’t go our way, doesn’t 
mean God isn’t with us. He’s not a good luck charm, Charlie. Even when things are unfair, 
God is still good. I try to just trust Him to KNOW what is best.  Maybe we should go. 
  
RO: (interrupts as he is walking over)  Hey guys...Sorry about the ride...but I’ve been told to 
look for some students to do a BETA-test.  We need some kids to try out a new attraction, 
and I think you two would be perfect.  Wanna help out the ride engineer while waiting for the 
storm to pass? 
  
(Syd & Charlie look at each other questioningly) 
  
RO:(trying to reassure)  No funny business.  In fact, we need to get permission from your 
mom or someone first. You can call her. 
  
Syd:(pulls out his phone, then dials phone & pauses appropriately) Hey mom. Yes, yes, we 
are OK.  Yes, it is raining here.  (tone changes from informative to excited) Listen Mom, the 
ride operator at the Whipper Snapper wants to know if we can BETA test a new attraction 
while we are waiting for the storm to pass. Can we? PLEASE?? It is so cool they chose us. 
(pause) NO, Mom! We are NOT being kidnapped. Pineapple, I repeat, PINEAPPLE!  We are 
NOT in any danger! (covers phone)   That’s our safe word today, she thinks we are being 
kidnapped. 
  
RO: (humored, reaching for phone) Can I talk to her? (takes phone and walks a few steps 
away talking quietly with gestures) 
  
Charlie: This seems pretty cool. I wonder what kind of ride it is? 
  
Syd: I have ALWAYS wanted to be a BETA tester!! We are the first people who will get to try 
it out! I read they were making an escape room. I wonder if …. 
  
R.O.:(hands Syd phone)  Ok! We are all set, your mom told me to tell you “Red Bird 55 and 
Good Luck, Captain” 
  
Charlie: (confused) HUH?  
 
Syd: (fist in the air) WOO HOO! That’s code for, “It’s safe to go with this person….we get to 
be BETA testers at an AMUSEMENT PARK! (jump around excitedly) 
  
Charlie: (amused) Your family is so EXTRA.  Safe word? Code word? 
  



Syd: (cheerful) My family is your family, cuz, and if by EXTRA you mean 
EXTRAORDINARY, you are correct! (pauses for a smile) I love our family. 
  
R.O: (leads them away so stage can be set for Escape Room) Right this way guys, we can 
take a shortcut thru the backlot.  Don’t touch anything.  And no pictures!  Right through here 
please.  Alright, do either of you have to go to the bathroom? 
  
SFX: AFRICAN DRUMS 
  
Charlie: What is this place? (continues to look around and explore space) 
  
Syd: Are those African drums? Is this a safari theme? Hmmm.  What are we gonna BETA 
test? 
  
R.O. No bathroom? (checks off box) Great! So sign here, and check the boxes (hand clip 
board to Syd) 
  
(Syd hesitates) 
  
R.O.: Don’t worry kid, I got your mom’s ok already. She said, tell you “Alligator sandwich” if 
you weren’t sure.  It basically says you guys PROMISE you will NOT disclose or share 
anything about this attraction with anyone. If you do, we will permanently ban you from the 
park, but if you complete the attraction you can qualify for free park passes. 
  
Syd: (a HUGE smile appears on face and then grab clipboard and sign enthusiastically then 
hands it  to Charlie).Haha…kinda like Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, huh Charlie?  
 
Charlie:(takes clipboard and signs) And I’ve got nothing to lose…. 
  
R.O:.turns to Charlie) Uh, I need you to turn your phone OFF, and give it to me to put in this 
bag, please. (holds out baggie) And DO NOT turn it back on until the experience is over, 
OK? No pictures, or social media or you get NOTHING, got it kid?? 
  
Charlie: (clearly worried) What?! But…. 
  
Syd: (interrupts and moves towards Charlie) Just do it Charlie! This is an ADVENTURE! You 
spend too much time on that thing anyway. 
  
Charlie: (reluctantly) Ok. (turns it off and slowly and sadly puts in pouch) 
  
R.O.: (takes phone, seals bag, & sets it down, then looks at clipboard and around room then 
to kids)  Everyone signed? Good! On we go!  (He exits quickly.) 
 



LIGHTS: DRAMATIC CHANGE 
  
VIDEO: SAFARI ESCAPE ROOM 
  
HOST : Welcome to “Serengeti Escape, an escape room experience.  I am your guide. 
Today you will help us test the Escape Room to help us determine if the puzzles are too 
easy, too difficult, or just right.  To one side you will find the green “Help” button.  You can 
use it to get clues if you get stuck on a puzzle.  The red button is there if you decide you 
want to give up.  DO NOT PUSH THAT BUTTON unless you are absolutely sure you want 
out. 
  
Syd & Charlie  look at each other and react--this is SO COOL expressions… 
  
Charlie: (leans in towards Syd) This is gonna be lit! We are gonna crush this Cuz! (wink & 
goes in for a fist bump to Syd, then turns to the HOST.) Do we get anything if we set a 
breakout record? 
  
HOST: Good question, AND good idea.  Hmmmm.  Perhaps setting some sort of “best time 
or highest score” would be a nice touch and would makes kids want to experience it over 
and over again. (writes it on clipboard). But since you’re the first guests to experience this 
escape room, I guarantee you’ll have the high score.  How about this?  If you complete the 
Escape experience we’ll throw in some free park passes. 
  
Syd: (a little worried) Great, but how long will this take? We have ALL ACCESS passes for 
the concert later and we don’t want to miss it. 
  
Charlie: (whispering to the side to Syd) Dude! With all the crazy trivia facts you know, about 
practically EVERYTHING, and my skills & knowledge in games, sports & movies, we GOT 
THIS! 
  
Syd:(a little concerned still, but wants to be convinced) Ok, if you’re sure…. 
  
HOST:  I don’t know how long this will take, that part is up to you.  If you don’t want to stay 
and do this, I guess we can look for some other people. 
  
Charlie: No! We’re good. It’s fine. We’re ready to do this thing! 
  
HOST: You sure? (wait for kids to respond with nod) Ok! Good luck! May the Odds be ever 
in your favor! (He quickly puts on silly African safari costume)  Let the Serengeti Escape 
begin! 
 
 Syd & Charlie smile & nod seriously and find their resolve. 
  



Charlie: I can’t believe this is really happening! A few minutes ago this was the worst 
day...and now... 
  
Syd: I know!! WHEN LIFE IS UNFAIR, GOD IS GOOD!  
  
SFX: DRUM OUTRO 
  
BLACKOUT. 
 


